Introduction {#s1}
============

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a noninvasive examination used for neurophysiological evaluations. Because of the advantageous spatial resolution (Gharib et al., [@B8]), MEG is often used for localization of brain functions and epileptic foci (Knowlton et al., [@B16]; Stefan et al., [@B40]). Source localization of cortical activities is conventionally estimated by equivalent current dipole (ECD), which can simply represent the sources of brain activities, and is often used for evoked activities such as somatosensory, auditory, and visual evoked magnetic fields (Baumgartner et al., [@B4]; Nakasato et al., [@B23]; Seki et al., [@B36]; Nakasato and Yoshimoto, [@B24]; Onishi et al., [@B30]). ECD is also useful in evaluating epilepsy. Localization of focal epileptic activities by ECD is clinically valuable, particularly in patients with medically intractable epilepsy who are considered as candidates for surgical treatment (Otsubo et al., [@B31]; Pataraia et al., [@B33]; Oishi et al., [@B27]).

Although ECD estimation is a valuable method, some problems remain. Despite the fact that meaningful cortical activity commonly involves synchronous activation of a circumscribed area, ECD can only show a center of gravity of the cortical activity at one time point (Pataraia et al., [@B33]). One study on epileptic activities revealed that an area of cortex wider than 3 cm^2^ was necessary to produce detectable magnetic spikes on MEG (Oishi et al., [@B28]). Moreover, approximating activities with relatively complicated spatiotemporal dynamics is physiologically and mathematically difficult using only one ECD. For example, representing the totality of dynamic changes in distributions with activities such as language function (Gow and Caplan, [@B9]) and epileptic activities (Alarcon et al., [@B3]; Spencer, [@B39]) is difficult using only one ECD at one time point. To solve these problems, various spatial filters have been developed. Spatial filters such as minimum norm estimation (Molins et al., [@B21]; Tanaka et al., [@B42]) and others (Kirsch et al., [@B15]; Ishii et al., [@B14]) can allow delineation of the spatial distribution of brain activities. However, both ECD and spatial filters have a crucial problem in MEG analyses, in that a solution to the biomagnetic inverse problem is required. In general, both techniques require adequate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the intended data for physiologically reasonable source reconstruction (Bowyer et al., [@B5]).

Gradient magnetic-field topography (GMFT) is an alternative method that can represent the spatiotemporal dynamics of cortical activities in a similar manner to other spatial filters. GMFT produces a color-coded representation of the magnetic-field gradient on the individual 3-dimensional (3D) rendered brain surface at each time point during brain activity. In past reports, GMFT has been applied to preoperative analyses of patients with intractable localization-related epilepsy (Hashizume et al., [@B11]; Shirozu et al., [@B38]). Unlike spatial filters, GMFT does not need to solve the biomagnetic inverse problem. This is derived from the process of generating GMFT, which is based on the characteristics of the planar gradiometer. Because the maximum gradient magnetic-field as measured by planar gradiometer is just above the electrical source (Ahonen et al., [@B1]; Hämäläinen et al., [@B10]), the distribution of the power of the gradient magnetic-field on each sensor is thought to correlate to the electrical voltage distribution of the cortical activity. Although ECD estimation often fails to interpret the rising phase of epileptic spikes with relatively high statistical reliability, GMFT never fails, because this method offers a completely faithful representation of any signals obtained from planar gradiometers.

The present study aimed to validate the spatiotemporal accuracy of GMFT. For this purpose, we performed simultaneous recordings of MEG and intracranial electroencephalography (iEEG) in patients with intracranial epilepsy, and compared the distribution of GMFT and actual electrical voltage of epileptic activity. We hypothesized that the distributions of GMFT and electrical voltage were concordant in those epileptic spikes recorded simultaneously on MEG and iEEG.

Materials and methods {#s2}
=====================

Patients
--------

This study enrolled 12 patients (6 females, 6 males) with medically intractable epilepsy who underwent resective surgery using extraoperative iEEG evaluation between August 2011 and April 2013. Median age at surgery was 14.0 years old (range, 3--36 years). Epilepsy diagnoses included frontal lobe epilepsy (*n* = 4), parietal lobe epilepsy (*n* = 3), lateral temporal lobe epilepsy (*n* = 3), and medial temporal lobe epilepsy (*n* = 2). All patients underwent simultaneous recordings of MEG and iEEG in a magnetically shielded room during chronic extraoperative iEEG monitoring. We implanted subdural, 0.8-mm-thick silicone-embedded, platinum grid, and strip electrodes (10 mm intercontact distance; Unique Medical, Tokyo, Japan), and added depth electrodes if necessary to investigate deeper areas of the brain. Determinations of implantation area were based on the results of preoperative evaluation including seizure semiology, EEG, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), and MEG. Preoperative MEG analyses were analyzed using conventional ECD analyses. Resection areas were decided on the results of chronic extraoperative iEEG. Patient profiles are described in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

**Patient profiles**.

  **Case**   **Age**   **Sex**   **Epilepsy**   **Pathology**    **Implanted IEs**   **IEs for simultaneous recording of MEG and iEEG**                                                                  
  ---------- --------- --------- -------------- ---------------- ------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ---- ------------ ---- ----- ---- ---- ------------ ---- ----- ------------
  1          17        M         Lt.PLE         FCD type I       112                 88                                                   24   0            0    0     32   12   --           --   --    20
  2          29        M         Rt.FLE         FCD type I       192                 108                                                  24   T16, F16     20   8     60   0    4            0    0     58
  3          3         F         Lt.TLE         TS               122                 72                                                   18   T32          0    0     60   0    32           --   --    60
  4          13        F         Rt.TLE         Astrocytoma      44                  16                                                   0    T20          0    8     44   --   20           --   8     16
  5          11        M         Lt.PLE         FCD type IIb     114                 90                                                   24   0            0    0     60   15   \-           --   --    45
  6          5         M         Lt.FLE         FCD type I       112                 80                                                   24   F8           0    0     60   16   8            --   --    42
  7          15        F         Rt.TLE         TS               114                 66                                                   24   T16          0    8     60   24   8            --   0     32
  8          19        F         Lt.TLE         DNT              82                  38                                                   18   T18          0    8     60   6    9            --   4     48
  9          12        F         Lt.TLE         NS (Abn.Hp.Gy)   60                  16                                                   0    LT16, RT20   0    LT8   60   --   LT16, RT12   --   LT8   LT28, RT18
  10         31        M         Rt.FLE         FCD type IIb     110                 72                                                   24   F8           6    0     60   20   4            3    --    38
  11         36        M         Rt.PLE         DT               156                 116                                                  0    O8, T8       24   0     60   --   O4, T4       12   --    40
  12         13        M         Rt.FLE         FCD type I       142                 104                                                  24   F8           6    0     60   12   4            4    --    44

*Abn.Hp.Gy, abnormal hippocampal gyration; BE, electrodes on frontal or temporal base regions; DE, depth electrodes; DNT, dysembrioplastic neuroepithelial tumor; DT, destructive tissue; FCD, focal cortical dysplasia; FLE, frontal lobe epilepsy; IE, intracranial electrodes; iEEG, intracranial electroencephalography; IH, electrodes on interhemispheric regions; Lt., left; LT, left temporal; M, male; MEG, magnetoencephalography; mT, electrodes on medial temporal regions; NS, no significant alterations; PLE, parietal lobe epilepsy; Rt., right; RT, right temporal; TLE, temporal lobe epilepsy; TS, tuberous sclerosis*.

All patients or their parents provided written, informed consent before each surgical treatment. The review board of our institute provided approval for the protocol of this retrospective study (No. 1532).

Simultaneous MEG-iEEG recordings
--------------------------------

Simultaneous MEG-iEEG recording was performed on the last day of chronic extraoperative iEEG monitoring. MEG was performed using a 306-channel (204-channel planar gradiometer, 102-channel magnetometer), whole-head-type neuromagnetometer (Neuromag System; Elekta-Neuromag Oy, Helsinki, Finland) at sampling rate of 600.615 Hz and with a band-pass filter of 0.1--200 Hz. The same Neuromag System was used to record iEEG. Due to the limitations of the Neuromag System, up to 60 channels of interest were selected and connected to the EEG port of the same neuromagnetometer system. The reference electrode was chosen from one implanted electrode other than the electrodes of interest mentioned above. The sampling rate and band-pass filter of iEEG were the same as those of MEG. To avoid motion artifacts from metallic materials, connectors of electrode-lead wires of iEEG were fixed to the sensor-helmet with adhesive tape, to avoid changes with body movement. To prevent unnecessary magnetization, we also took care not to perform postoperative MRI until completion of this simultaneous recording. Recording times comprised 4--6 sessions of 3--5 min each. Patients were given mild sedation with intravenous injection of thiopental or oral administration of pentobarbital to induce light sleep stage for enhancement of epileptic spikes.

Spike detection and classification
----------------------------------

Drowsy periods with relatively low noise and lasting 200--600 s were identified for analysis. Raw data from MEG were preprocessed by principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce noise, if necessary. On PCA preprocessing, minimal manipulation was carefully performed to avoid excessive reductions in actual cortical activity. Interictal epileptic spikes were visually collected with cross-referencing to MEG and iEEG. Detected spikes were counted and classified into three groups: spike ME, as spikes detected on both MEG and iEEG; and spike M and spike E, as spikes detected only on MEG or iEEG, respectively. Spike E were sub-analyzed by spike localization, i.e., localized to the lateral surface, deep brain area, basal or medial temporal area, interhemispheric area, or broad area. Spike ME were selected for further analysis of localization as described below.

Analysis of MEG by GMFT
-----------------------

The data from the 204 channels of the planar gradiometer were used for GMFT analysis. GMFT was calculated using MATLAB-based free software (hns_meg; <http://meg.aalip.jp>). Signals from planar gradiometers detecting longitudinal or latitudinal gradients of magnetic fluxes are squared and summed at 102 sensor points. The 102 sensor signals calculated are projected onto individual cortical surfaces just beneath the sensors. Projected signal values were smoothed using a nearest-neighbor interpolation. The rationale of GMFT has been described elsewhere (Hashizume et al., [@B11]). In this study, MEG data were filtered at 5--45 Hz for GMFT. A 200-ms period including the rising phase of spike ME was analyzed and displayed serially in 2-ms intervals. Areas exceeding 200 fT/cm were determined as activated areas to distinguish from background activity, and the first activated area was considered as the onset of the spike.

Analysis of iEEG by voltage topography
--------------------------------------

Analysis of iEEG by voltage topography (VT) was performed using a custom-made MATLAB-based program, similar to a previously described method (Otsubo et al., [@B32]). In this study, VT represented the activated area by the absolute value of electric voltage with a band-pass filter of 5--45 Hz, identical to the filters used in MEG analysis. Electrodes placed on the cortical surface were superimposed onto the individual 3D-rendered MRI (iPlan Cranial 3.0: BRAINLAB, Feldkirchen, Germany) to create serial 2-ms intervals, the same as on GMFT. Channels for depth electrodes were not included for VT.

Comparison of GMFT and VT
-------------------------

GMFT and VT were compared in terms of both spatial distribution and time difference. Spatial distribution was visually compared in the relationship of cerebral sulci and gyral-structures. Time lags were judged at the onset of activated areas on both GMFT and VT.

Statistics
----------

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (PASW Statistics 18; IBM, Chicago, IL, USA). Group mean comparisons of the number of detected spikes in spike ME, M and E were analyzed by Kruskal--Wallis test. Values of \< 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results {#s3}
=======

Profiles of intracranial electrodes implantation
------------------------------------------------

The median number of channels of implanted intracranial electrodes (IE) was 113.0 (range, 44--192). Depth electrodes were added in nine patients. IEs were placed on the frontal or temporal basal cortices in 10 patients, on the interhemispheric brain surfaces in 4, and on the medial temporal cortex in 5. The details of electrodes are described in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

Spike detection
---------------

Detected spikes are described in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. The median number of detected spike ME, spike M and spike E was 6 (range, 1--11), 2.5 (range, 0--13), and 41.5 (range, 3--235), respectively. Spike E was detected significantly more often than spike ME (*p* \< 0.01) and spike M (*p* \< 0.01). According to sub-analyses of spike E, all but Case 5 showed more localized spikes than broad spikes. In Case 5, 234 of the 235 spikes were noted in the broad area. The median number of spike E localized on the lateral surface was 5 (range, 0--189). In seven patients with depth electrodes and 10 patients with IEs over the basal or medial temporal brain surfaces, IEs showed 0--142 spikes (median, 0) and 0--159 spikes (median, 0.5), respectively. In four patients with IEs covering the interhemispheric surfaces, only one patient (Case 12) had six spikes.

###### 

**Spike detection**.

  **Case**   **Preprocessing**   **Analyzed time (s)**   **Spike ME**   **Spike M**   **Spike E**                                   
  ---------- ------------------- ----------------------- -------------- ------------- ------------- ------ ----- ------------- ---- ------
  1          PCA                 300                     11             0             168           12     142   NA            NA   14
  2          PCA                 200                     4              2             10            10     NA    0             0    0
  3          PCA                 300                     6              3             166           4      NA    159           NA   3
  4          PCA                 300                     1              0             19            0      NA    16            NA   3
  5          PCA                 300                     11             0             235           0      1     NA            NA   234
  6          PCA                 600                     6              8             11            2      4     1             NA   4
  7          PCA                 200                     5              1             59            37     0     0             NA   22
  8          PCA                 300                     7              13            24            3      0     11            NA   10
  9          None                300                     1              Lt.1, Rt.1    65            Rt.2   NA    Lt.57, Rt.5   NA   Lt.1
  10         None                200                     7              0             189           189    0     0             0    0
  11         None                240                     4              8             3             3      NA    0             0    0
  12         PCA                 300                     7              9             12            6      0     0             6    0

*Lt., left; NA, not available; PCA, principal component analysis; Rt., right; spikes detected on electrodes placed on frontal or temporal regions; spikes detected on depth electrodes; Spike E, spikes detected on intracranial electroencephalography (iEEG); spikes detected on electrodes placed on interhemispheric region; spikes detected only on electrodes placed on lateral cortices; Spike M, spikes detected only on MEG; Spike ME, spikes detected on both MEG and iEEG; spikes detected on electrodes placed on medial temporal region*.

Comparison of GMFT and VT
-------------------------

The results of comparisons are described in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. In all patients, onset areas of GMFT were consistent with the epileptic foci decided from all examinations, semiology and surgical outcomes. Eight patients (66.7%) showed an excellent concordance rate (\>80%) between GMFT and VT, and two patients (16.7%) showed good concordance (\>60%). Spatial resolution was concordant at the gyral unit level (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The remaining two patients did not present good concordance for the following reasons. Case 3 had a broad epileptic focus in the left temporal lobe, and some epileptic spikes emerged from the temporal basal region on iEEG. During simultaneous recording, four of the total six spike MEs originated in the temporal basal area and were displayed on VT but not GMFT at the onset of activity. GMFT showed spike activity when the activity propagated to the lateral surface (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, onset of GMFT in the posterior part of the inferior temporal lobe did not match the onset of VT in the medial temporal region in only one spike ME for Case 4 (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In patients with depth electrodes, three patients showed some localized spikes only seen on those depth electrodes. As a matter of course, these deeply limited activities were not demonstrated on GMFT (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

**Comparison of GMFT and VT**.

  **Case**   **Onset area**           **Spatial concordance (%)**   **Preceding activation GMFT vs. VT (%)**   **Time lag at onset between GMFT and VT (median), ms**   
  ---------- ------------------------ ----------------------------- ------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------- ---------------
  1          iC, SMG, pSTG, IFG       iC, SMG, pSTG                 9/11 (81.8)                                VT, 11/11 (100)                                          3--38 (18.0)
  2          MFG, IFG                 MFG, IFG                      4/4 (100)                                  VT, 4/4 (100)                                            14--37 (21.5)
  3          MTG, ITG, pSTG, MFG      MTG, pSTG, Tbase              2/6 (33.3)                                 VT, 4/6 (66.6)                                           3--80 (12.5)
  4          pITG                     mT                            0/1 (0)                                    VT, 1/1 (100)                                            36 (36.0)
  5          ITG, pSTG, AG, SMG, iC   pSTG, AG, SMG, iC             10/11 (90.9)                               VT, 11/11 (100)                                          0--40 (15.0)
  6          IFG, iC, SMG, pSTG       IFG, iC, pSTG                 4/6 (66.7)                                 VT, 6/6 (100)                                            1--81 (16.5)
  7          MFG, iC, pSTG            MFG, iC, pSTG                 4/5 (80.0)                                 VT, 5/5 (100)                                            8--41 (11.0)
  8          pSTG                     pSTG                          1/1 (100)                                  VT, 1/1 (100)                                            21 (21.0)
  9          ITG, MTG, STG            ITG, MTG, STG                 7/7 (100)                                  VT, 7/7 (100)                                            8--69 (26.0)
  10         SFG, MFG, iC             SFG, MFG, iC                  6/7 (85.7)                                 VT, 5/7 (71.4)                                           8--31 (26.0)
  11         sC                       sC, iC, SPL                   3/4 (75.0)                                 VT, 4/4 (100)                                            5--66 (42.0)
  12         MFG, IFG                 MFG, IFG                      7/7 (100)                                  VT, 6/7 (85.7)                                           4--61 (27.0)

*GMFT, gradient magnetic-field topography; iC, inferior central region; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; mT, medial temporal region; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; pITG, posterior part of inferior temporal gyrus; pSTG, posterior part of superior temporal gyrus; sC, superior central region; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; SMG, supramarginal gyrus; SPL, superior parietal lobule; STG, superior temporal gyrus; Tbase, basal area of temporal lobe; VT, voltage topography*.

![**This figure shows a comparison of GMFT and VT in Case 1**. Spike ME was detected simultaneously on both MEG **(A)** and iEEG **(B)**. This case had ECD cluster in the left parietal lobe **(C)** and intracranial electrodes were implanted over the frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes **(D)**. Some electrodes were selected for voltage topography (orange circles). A 60-ms part (red dot squares in **A,B**) of GMFT **(E)** and VT **(F)** demonstrated temporal changes in brain surface activities. Time intervals of GMFT and VT are 2 ms, and figures below each 3D-brain images indicate the temporal course. Activity starting on the supramarginal gyrus (red squares) is recognized on both GMFT **(G)** and VT **(H)**. Note that activity on VT (148.924) precedes that on GMFT (148.944). Brain activities propagate posteriorly to the angular gyrus (green circles) as shown by both GMFT **(J)** and VT **(K)**. However, VT cannot show the entire dynamics due to the limited area of electrodes employed for VT. Yellow dotted lines imply the central sulcus and Sylvian fissure. ECDs corresponding to each time point (red and green circles) are demonstrated in **(I,L)**. The isocontour map in the early phase is ambiguous and ECD is estimated in the deep area of the temporal lobe **(I)**. Late-phase ECD is localized to the frontal operculum, corresponding to the anterior part of the activated area shown on GMFT and VT **(L)**.](fncir-10-00065-g0001){#F1}

![**Data and results for Case 3**. **(A,B)** show raw data for spike ME in MEG and iEEG, respectively. This case was estimated to show a broad epileptic focus in the left temporal lobe on conventional ECD analysis **(C)**. Intracranial electrodes were placed not only in the temporal, frontal, and parietal lobes **(D)**, but also on the temporal basal area **(E)**. Orange circles are used for VT on the lateral analysis **(G)** and basal analysis **(H)**. Although GMFT demonstrates brain surface activity in the anterior part of the left middle and inferior temporal gyri from 235.344 **(F,K)**, actual brain activity starts in the medial and basal temporal areas as displayed on VT of the temporal basal aspect **(H,I)**. For the first time when activity propagated to the inferior temporal gyrus **(J)**, GMFT could show the activated area **(G,K)**. Circumscribed areas with yellow dotted lines indicates the temporal base area, which cannot be seen from the lateral view. ECD in the late phase (green squares) can be estimated in the lateral temporal cortex **(L)**, whereas meaningful ECD is not estimated in the early phase (red squares).](fncir-10-00065-g0002){#F2}

![**Analysis of spike E identified in Case 4**. The spike is not detected on MEG **(A)**, but only on iEEG **(B)**. The electrodes from which spike E was recognized are demonstrated in the figure showing electrode locations on the individual 3D-rendered MRI as red ellipses **(C)**. Electrodes for spike E are localized to the medial temporal region.](fncir-10-00065-g0003){#F3}

![**Another example of spike E**. As in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, spikes are not detected on MEG **(A)**, but only on iEEG **(B)**. Axial MRI **(C)** demonstrates the location of depth electrodes (white arrows). Electrodes from which spike E are recognized are located in deep brain areas (red circles).](fncir-10-00065-g0004){#F4}

In 65 of the 70 spike MEs (92.9%), activation areas on VT preceded those on GMFT. Time lags for total spike MEs ranged from 0 to 81 ms. Median time lag at onset between GMFT and VT in each patient ranged from 11.0 to 42.0 ms. Although some time lag was clearly evident, temporal changes in spatial propagation showed the same transitions (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Spike ME identified in Case 12**. **(A--D)** are the same as in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Epileptic activity starts at the frontal tip (red squares) as demonstrated on both GMFT **(E,G)** and VT **(F,H)**. Spike activity propagates broadly to the superior, middle, and inferior frontal gyri (green squares), and activity is similarly reflected by both GMFT **(I)** and VT **(J)**. Yellow dotted lines indicate the central sulcus and Sylvian fissure. ECD is not estimated in the early phase (red squares), but instead in the late phase (green squares) in the superior frontal gyrus **(K)**, which corresponds to the center of activated areas of GMFT and VT.](fncir-10-00065-g0005){#F5}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

We confirmed that the spatiotemporal changes in gradient magnetic-field of brain surface activities represented on GMFT were generally concordant with those of electrical potential distributions. We confirmed this hypothesis by simultaneously recording MEG and iEEG in patients with intractable epilepsy. These findings support the general utility of GMFT for evaluating epilepsy and possibly for investigation of various brain functions.

Because iEEG provides precise information on activated brain areas, simultaneous recordings of MEG and iEEG may validate the spatiotemporal accuracy of GMFT by direct comparison of both datasets. However, implantation of IEs is invasive. Patients with medically intractable epilepsy undergo resective surgery to treat epileptic seizures, and some of those cases require implantation of IEs to determine the area to be resected to improve epilepsy. Implantation of IEs offers an opportunity to clarify actual cortical activities. Moreover, epileptic spikes exhibit distinct spatiotemporal dynamics that are distinguishable from background activity, particularly in patients with localization-related epilepsy. Comparison with epileptic activities on iEEG is thus suitable to evaluate the spatiotemporal resolution of MEG. Few studies have undertaken simultaneous recording of MEG and iEEG to evaluate analytical methods (Mikuni et al., [@B20]; Oishi et al., [@B28]; Shigeto et al., [@B37]; Sutherling et al., [@B41]; Santiuste et al., [@B35]). All of those evaluated spike detection or accuracy of ECD, but not the spatial resolution of spatial filters used to determine the spatial distribution of cortical activity. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report to examine the accuracy of spatial distribution analysis for MEG including various spatial filters.

GMFT
----

GMFT is a unique method to examine the spatiotemporal dynamics of brain surface activities. GMFT is based on the characteristics of planar gradiometers. The maximum gradient magnetic-field picked up by planar gradiometers is located just above the electrical current source (Ahonen et al., [@B1]; Hämäläinen et al., [@B10]). The signal profile of a planar gradiometer differs markedly from that of a general magnetometer or axial gradiometer. The distribution of a general magnetic-field shows a dipole pattern, with influx and efflux of the magnetic field around the electrical current source, whereas the gradient magnetic-field of the planar gradiometer shows no such pattern. The principle of GMFT is simple, with sensors dropped vertically to the cortical surface, basal sensors with no underlying cortex projected to the nearest temporal base, and color-coded topographies drawn on the surface according to the magnitude of sensor signals. GMFT simply demonstrates the distribution of the gradient magnetic-field, so the results are visually comprehensible. Because of the simple method of generation in which the power of the gradient magnetic-field for each sensor is projected to the individual 3D-rendered MRI, GMFT does not need a solution to the ill-posed biomagnetic inverse problem. This means that there is no necessity for mathematically assumed constraints for the results of GMFT. Spatial filters including minimum norm estimation (Molins et al., [@B21]; Tanaka et al., [@B42]) or adaptive spatial filtering (Kirsch et al., [@B15]; Ishii et al., [@B14]) also evaluate spatial distributions. These methods can mathematically reconstruct source signals by mixing sensor signals with adequate weighting. This mixing process means that signals from noisy sensors influence the entire source space. Spatial filters therefore require adequate SNR from the intended data for physiologically reasonable source reconstruction (Bowyer et al., [@B5]). In contrast, GMFT is less influenced by SNR as compared to spatial filters, because of the lack of necessity for the mixing process mentioned above. Due to these characteristics of GMFT, we hypothesized that GMFT can faithfully reflect brain surface activity.

Spatiotemporal accuracy of GMFT
-------------------------------

This study demonstrated that GMFT depicted brain surface activity in a similar manner to that detected by VT, with concordance at the gyral unit level. Due to the nature of GMFT generation, detectability is limited to the lateral cortical surface. Another result of this study was that activity limited to the deep area of depth electrodes or at the temporal base was not reflected in MEG waves and was inevitably not detected by GMFT. This limitation means that the activated area on GMFT reflects only activity at the cortical surface, not in deep brain areas. This fact is crucial when interpreting the results of GMFT.

Slight time lag exists between GMFT and VT, and is considered to reflect the differences in the detection principles underlying MEG and iEEG. The detectability of MEG is attenuated in proportion to the square of the distance between the cortex and channel. Cortical activities away from the MEG sensor can also be masked by those nearer the sensor. Furthermore, MEG generally detects cortical activities of hidden sulcal banks, where currents arising from folded banks cancel fluxes in each other, while iEEG detects those of the superficial gyral surface without cancellation (Ochi et al., [@B25]). Although these factors might have affected the present results, the time lag was considered acceptable, and in accordance with a previous report describing propagation of interictal activity (Alarcon et al., [@B2]). That report described time delays up to 220 ms for intracerebral propagation. Our data showed a maximum time lag between GMFT and VT of 81 ms, and our GMFT evaluation method confirmed that MEG offers more precise temporal accuracy than previous reports.

Application of GMFT
-------------------

GMFT shows the ability for localization of epileptic activity. Spatiotemporal information from GMFT has a potential advantage of providing meaningful findings not demonstrated in conventional ECD analysis. Both spatial distributions and temporal changes are significant in evaluating epileptic activity. Epileptic spikes are usually provoked by some degree of simultaneous cortical activation. Even with interictal spikes, networking of brain areas is seen from onset to propagation (Alarcon et al., [@B2]; Merlet et al., [@B19]; Lantz et al., [@B17]). Investigations using IEs have demonstrated that the onset or earliest area of interictal activity considered as the generator of seizure are crucial, especially in surgical candidates (Alarcon et al., [@B3]; Hufnagel et al., [@B13]). Although onset of activity is important to localize the epileptic focus, ECD is disadvantageous for analyzing the onset of epileptic spikes corresponding to the rising phase of spikes. Because the rising phase of spikes shows low SNR, ECD cannot achieve localization with good statistical confidence, as represented by the goodness of fit. Conversely, GMFT can show spatial distributions even in phase with low SNR. Previous reports on the clinical usefulness of GMFT for patients with neocortical epilepsy have suggested the importance of the onset area of interictal spikes as represented by GMFT (Shirozu et al., [@B38]). The reliability of this hypothesis is supported by the spatiotemporal accuracy of GMFT. Cases may be seen in which the area of activity onset represented by GMFT deviates from the distribution of ECD. ECD shows only the center of activity at one time point, and usually analyzes the peak of spikes that may have already propagated to a broad area. Analysis of spike onset by GMFT provides an alternative source of information on epileptic networks, even with interictal spikes.

The ability to clarify the spatiotemporal dynamics of brain surface activity may also offer the potential to investigate various brain functions. Brain functions usually involve networks of various cortical areas. These networks are often investigated by IE or functional MRI (fMRI), as well-known and useful tools to explore brain functions that are widely used in basic neuroscience and clinical evaluations (Hirsch et al., [@B12]; Rutten et al., [@B34]; Detre, [@B7]). However, fMRI measures blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signals that reflect the blood flow associated with brain activity (Ogawa et al., [@B26]). These findings represent indirect results of actual brain activity, and some time lag exists between actual brain activity and the BOLD signal (Murayama et al., [@B22]). Examination using IEs is considered the best way to directly investigate actual brain activity. Numerous study using IEs to investigate brain functions have been conducted (Darcey et al., [@B6]; Ojemann et al., [@B29]; Matsumoto et al., [@B18]). However, this method is difficult to apply to everyone, due to the invasiveness of IE implantation. Using GMFT with its good spatiotemporal resolution, noninvasive MEG may facilitate the exploration of various brain functions.

Limitations of this study
-------------------------

MEG shows advantages in the ability to measure whole-brain activity. Even though GMFT shows only activity of the lateral neocortex, GMFT is able to evaluate a large area of brain surface. However, iEEG can analyze limited brain areas where IEs have been implanted. The capacity of the EEG channels of a neuromagnetometer (Neuromag, in this study) is also limited to 60 channels. Because the entire brain surface was not covered by IEs, VT could not confirm the total dynamics of GMFT. Another limitation influencing this study was the sensitivity of MEG. In this study, localized spikes detected only on iEEG were more common than those detected only on MEG or simultaneously on both. This finding implies that iEEG is more sensitive to localized cortical activity. Moreover, magnetic fields might be distorted by various factors, such as IE implantation. These factors include electrode thickness, existence of epi- or subdural hematoma, and pressure effects of IE itself. IE may exert pressure on the underlying cortices and thus affect their excitability, conductivity, and synchronization. The VT of iEEG in this study thus may have been insufficient to prove the accuracy of whole GMFT in the strictest sense. However, we thought that the tendencies of spatiotemporal dynamics offered an acceptable reflection of the accuracy of GMFT. The accuracy of ECD has been reported at the level of millimeters, whereas that of GMFT appears to be at the gyral level given the results of this study. Despite such differences in accuracy, we consider the accuracy to the gyral unit level as sufficient for evaluating brain function or epileptic networks. Most brain functions are organized with some extent of brain constructed by gyral units, and resective surgery for focal epilepsy is often performed by gyral resection (gyrectomy). From this perspective, accuracy to the gyral unit level is acceptable for these evaluations.

Conclusions {#s5}
===========

This study demonstrated that GMFT offers good spatiotemporal accuracy, as confirmed by simultaneous recordings of MEG and iEEG. Spatial accuracy was at the gyral unit level and temporal accuracy was considered acceptable. Noninvasive MEG may offer a valuable contribution to clinical evaluations using GMFT.
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